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ABSTRACT

Objective: Enabling clinicians to formulate individualized clinical management strategies from the sea of molec-

ular data remains a fundamentally important but daunting task. Here, we describe efforts towards a new para-

digm in genomics-electronic health record (HER) integration, using a standardized suite of FHIR Genomics

Operations that encapsulates the complexity of molecular data so that precision medicine solution developers

can focus on building applications.

Materials and Methods: FHIR Genomics Operations essentially “wrap” a genomics data repository, presenting

a uniform interface to applications. More importantly, operations encapsulate the complexity of data within a

repository and normalize redundant data representations—particularly relevant in genomics, where a tremen-

dous amount of raw data exists in often-complex non-FHIR formats.

Results: Fifteen FHIR Genomics Operations have been developed, designed to support a wide range of clinical

scenarios, such as variant discovery; clinical trial matching; hereditary condition and pharmacogenomic screen-

ing; and variant reanalysis. Operations are being matured through the HL7 balloting process, connectathons,

pilots, and the HL7 FHIR Accelerator program.

Discussion: Next-generation sequencing can identify thousands to millions of variants, whose clinical signifi-

cance can change over time as our knowledge evolves. To manage such a large volume of dynamic and com-

plex data, new models of genomics-EHR integration are needed. Qualitative observations to date suggest that
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freeing application developers from the need to understand the nuances of genomic data, and instead base

applications on standardized APIs can not only accelerate integration but also dramatically expand the applica-

tions of Omic data in driving precision care at scale for all.

Key words: clinical genomics, application programming interface, electronic health record, clinical decision support, HL7 FHIR

OBJECTIVE

“It is more important to know what sort of person has a disease

than to know what sort of disease a person has.”
Hippocrates

As we strive to practice medicine with a precision that Hippo-

crates never imagined, enabling clinicians to glean insights and for-

mulate individualized clinical management strategies from the sea of

ever-expanding molecular data and knowledge remains a daunting

task, but one of fundamental importance. Solutions for integrating

actionable genomic data into the electronic health record (EHR) are

only now emerging. Soon, routine genomics integration will mean

far more than pushing a static PDF report into the EHR, and we can

expect to see real-time clinical decision support (CDS) with rules

dynamically updated to reflect current knowledge. A barrier has

been the development effort required to overcome the hurdle of bio-

informatic calculations. Here, we summarize efforts towards a new

paradigm in genomics-EHR integration, via a standardized suite of

genomics operations (aka genomics APIs). This approach holds

promise to obviate the need for developers to be experts in bioinfor-

matic calculations and to dramatically simplify the required applica-

tion development effort to bring concise contextually relevant

genomic findings and recommendations to clinicians at the point of

care.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Genomics-EHR integration challenges
Patients’ genomic testing results are commonly integrated into their

EHR through custom PDF reports designed by the testing laboratory.

These reports include select genomic test findings, interpretation

knowledge, and patient care recommendations reflecting the lab’s most

current internal curation process. While state-of-the-art, these textual

reports are neither ideal for clinicians nor for CDS1,2—they contain

only a slice of key variants and a point-in-time snapshot of interpreta-

tions; they are difficult and time-consuming to review; clinicians are

not assisted in evaluating relevant interactions mentioned in the reports

when making decisions; and they do not provide structured data

needed for CDS guidance or analytics. To address these limitations,

EHR vendors are enhancing their products in anticipation of incorpo-

rating structured genomic findings,3 and HL7 Version 2 messaging and

HL7 FHIR Genomics reporting standards are maturing.4,5 Large

research projects such as eMERGE6 and CSER7 are exploring the use

of FHIR Genomics, and HL7 FHIR is gaining wide traction, as are

apps based on the SMART-on-FHIR platform for broader clinical

applications.8–10 Adoption of the FHIR Genomics implementation

guide provides a playbook for how to provide genomic data computa-

bly, helping to solve some of the issues.

But even with HL7 FHIR Genomics, EHR integration of

genomic data remains challenging for many reasons:

• Data volume: Genomic data are voluminous and com-

plex.1,2,11,12 Next-generation sequencing (NGS) can identify

thousands to millions of variants; significant bioinformatics

knowledge and computational resources can be required to make

sense of the data;
• Limited interoperability: Raw sequencing data formats and EHR

data standards differ, with only a limited number of clinical

informaticists having a detailed understanding of bioinformatics

data specifications, which can lead to costly and resource inten-

sive efforts to master bioinformatic calculations to normalize

data. Furthermore, genomics data, even when encoded in HL7

FHIR format, pose variability in variant representation that cre-

ates a barrier to effective search and aggregation, for such activ-

ities as matching a patient’s genetic profile with knowledge

bases.13 The variability leads to additional normalization chal-

lenges to be overcome during development of applications that

would use genomic data to inform clinical, operational or

research efforts;
• Rapid evolution of knowledge: The implications of genomic data

are rapidly changing as our knowledge matures, resulting in

these commonly utilized PDF reports quickly becoming out-

dated. Analysis of data from the NIH ClinVar genomic data

repository shows that from 2016 to 2018, the number of known

pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants in 66 genes of high clini-

cal relevance14 went from 10 137 to 18 71815,16 reflecting over

eight thousand new or recategorized clinically significant variants

over the course of merely 2 years. The amount of variation and

complexity considered in clinical interpretation of test results

will only increase, especially with the emergence of polygenic

risk scores.17

As will be described, FHIR Genomics Operations are designed to

overcome these challenges.

Why FHIR?
HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) is a next-

generation interoperability standard designed to enable health data,

including clinical and administrative data, to be quickly and effi-

ciently exchanged. Based on common World Wide Web technolo-

gies and core application programming interface (API) capabilities,

coupled with base semantic resources that enable easy exchange of

conditions, medications, laboratory observations, and more, HL7

FHIR has gained rapid acceptance on a global scale as an innovative

standard for enabling health data interoperability.

What is more, and particularly relevant in the context of the

work described in this report, FHIR describes a mechanism for

extending basic FHIR query capabilities through the creation of

“Operations.” FHIR Operations are a standardized way to extend

the RESTful FHIR API’s Create/Read/Update/Delete actions and

enable use cases where servers play an active role in formulating

responses, where the intended purpose is to cause side effects such as

the creation of new resources, and for data normalization to abstract

away from variability in data representation. Many FHIR specifica-

tions supplement the standardization of data structures with the

addition of FHIR Operations that define advanced API capabilities.
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The HL7 FHIR Genomics standard5 defines FHIR representa-

tions for a range of genomic data structures (eg, variants, haplo-

types, and variant implications), enabling a standards-based

communication of simple and structural variants, germline and

somatic variants, pharmacogenomic star alleles, HLA typing, and

other findings generated from sequencing, chip technology, cytoge-

netic analysis, along with variant annotations and interpretations.

The work described in this report extends the HL7 FHIR Genomics

reporting standard with a suite of FHIR Genomics Operations. As

will be described, these Operations extend the FHIR Genomics

standard and basic FHIR search capabilities in order to simplify

developer access to potentially complex and voluminous data struc-

tures.

Why operations?
To manage such a large volume of dynamic and complex results,

many institutions are exploring the storage of genomic data outside

or alongside the EHR, using a genomic data server, also referred to

as a Genomic Archiving and Communication System (GACS).18,19

A GACS stores sequence data generated from a sequencing labora-

tory and is analogous in many ways to a picture archiving and

communication system (PACS), which stores image files that are

not suitable to store directly in an EHR. The US Office of the

National Coordinator’s (ONC) Sync for Genes project emphasizes

the need for pilots that test the use of FHIR for GACS integration

with EHRs.20 Just as the Digital Imaging and Communications in

Medicine (DICOM) standard enabled the widespread adoption of

PACS, there is a need for a standard set of APIs by which clinical

applications can access and parse rich and complex genomic

data.21,22 FHIR-based APIs are being developed and promoted by

leading federal agencies such as ONC,23 NIH,24 and the NHGRI.25

However to date there are no FHIR-based APIs specifically

designed to meet the needs of clinical genomics applications. Alter-

ovitz et al22 found that the use of APIs based on FHIR “allows for

simple implementation, small payload sizes, and intuitive nondupli-

cative retrieval of data”. Swaminathan et al26 found that FHIR

Genomics APIs “hold the promise to make building of complicated

genomics applications easier with downstream constructive effects

on healthcare.” FHIR Genomics Operations meet that promise by

reducing the overhead and necessity of normalizing variability in

variant representation by API users (such as application developers

of both native EHR or non-native EHR CDS) to reduce both run-

time and developmental cost. Today’s leading academic healthcare

systems looking to incorporate genomics CDS into their native

EHR environments face many barriers.27 Standardizing and com-

moditizing genomic operations are a foundation for equity in preci-

sion medicine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

FHIR genomics operations
FHIR Genomics Operations28 (Figure 1) are based on the premise

that genomic data, in FHIR format and/or some other format (eg,

VCF format), are stored in a repository, either in or alongside an

EHR, possibly along with phenotype annotations. The FHIR

Genomics Operations essentially “wrap” the repository, presenting

a uniform interface to applications, regardless of internal repository

data structures. More importantly, FHIR operations can encapsulate

the complexity of data within a repository and normalize redundant

data representations. This is particularly relevant in genomics,

where a tremendous amount of raw data exists in often-complex

non-FHIR formats, and where variability in variant representation

is a known barrier to matching a patient’s genetic profile against

knowledge bases—for clinical trials matching, for prediction of

genetic predisposition to disease, for precision medication selection,

genetic risk calculation.

A common use case driving FHIR Genomics Operations is the

notion of an application (eg, a SMART-on-FHIR clinical genomics

app, a CDS application, an EHR screen) needing specific genotype

or phenotype information for a patient or a population in a form or

format that does not already exist on the server. Applications have

diverse needs, such as matching a cancer patient to available clinical

trials based on identified somatic variants; screening for actionable

hereditary conditions; identifying a risk for adverse medication reac-

tions based on pharmacogenomic (PGx) variants; optimizing the

dose of a medication; and updating a patient’s risk as knowledge of

their variants evolves. A goal for FHIR Genomics Operations is to

ultimately support any and all of these clinical scenarios. Currently,

these require an ability to bioinformatically calculate from among a

myriad of variant representations, both in data stores and in knowl-

edge sources. Genomic operations that normalize the data store

reduce the complexity by giving a single representation of variation

data to work with, freeing industry and academic solution develop-

ers to focus on building high-performance, user-friendly, scalable

genomic CDS solutions. In the future, additional standard opera-

tions can be added supporting genomics research, variant calling

and annotation, and knowledge base lookups.

We categorize FHIR Genomics Operations along two orthogonal

axes (Table 1)—subject versus population, and genotype versus phe-

notype. For example, the “find-subject-variants” operation is cate-

gorized as a “subject” and a “genotype” operation, that retrieves

genotype information for a single subject; whereas the “find-popula-

tion-tx-implications” is categorized as a “population” and a

“phenotype” operation, that retrieves a count or list of patients hav-

ing specific phenotypes (such as being intermediate metabolizers of

clopidogrel). The metadata operation retrieves metadata about the

genomic studies that generated the data.

The current suite of FHIR Genomics Operations is shown in

Table 2. Fifteen FHIR Genomics Operations are designed to support

a wide range of clinical scenarios, such as simple and structural var-

iant discovery; clinical trial matching; screening for actionable

hereditary conditions; variant prioritization and filtering; identifying

a risk for adverse medication reactions based on PGx variants; and

updating a patient’s risk as knowledge of their variants evolves.

General characteristics of all FHIR Genomics Operations include

genomic region-based searching and an expectation of server-side nor-

malization and genomic liftover. These can be extremely costly (in run-

time and development of logic) to calculate due to the multiplicity of

variation representation. Adding further to the burden, as our under-

standing of genomics grows, we continue to recognize the clinical sig-

nificance of variations not only within protein-coding gene exons, but

also in introns and intergenic regions. To enable a consistent approach

to query, whether for variants within or outside a gene, certain opera-

tions provide a “ranges” query parameter (eg, to query for variants in

the APC gene, one can call the “find-subject-variants” operation with a

parameter of ranges¼“NC_000005.10:112707497-112846239”).

With regards to variation representation, variants can be repre-

sented in different ways, and a “variation” can be relative to a num-

ber of different references. For instance, these representations

synonymously refer to the same variant:
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• NM_001195798.2: c.12G>A
• NM_001195803.2: c.12G>A
• NC_000019.9: g.11200236G>A
• NG_009060.1: g.5180G>A
• NC_000019.10:11089559: G: A

One requirement of the FHIR Genomics Operations is that one

can query using any of these representations, and variants matching

any of its synonyms will be returned regardless of how they are for-

matted/represented/stored in a server. This achieves the goal of sim-

plifying the data access efforts of the application developers, data

analysts, business analysts, or researchers. By adopting the standard

FHIR Genomics Operations, a system achieves an accessible, reli-

able, consistent representation of their institution’s genomic data.

In addition to variant data access and interoperability, pheno-

type operations return diagnostic implications (eg, a patient’s var-

iant is known to be associated with a hereditary condition) and

therapeutic implications (eg, a patient’s genotype is known to affect

the metabolism of a particular drug) of a subject or a population’s

variants. The inclusion of phenotype operations within the suite of

FHIR Genomics Operations enables the development of solutions

for a variety of use cases such as ACMG screening,14 PGx screening,

clinical trial matching, risk scoring, clinical management guidance,

and more. Operations can return previously instantiated implica-

tions (eg, those that came in via a static lab report) and/or dynami-

cally computed implications (eg, those computed on the fly using an

associated knowledge base). Decoupling the update of knowledge

Figure 1. FHIR Genomics Operations. Operations essentially “wrap” a genomic data repository, presenting a uniform interface to applications. (Image courtesy

of HL7 FHIR Accelerator CodeXTM.)

Table 1. Scope of FHIR Genomics Operations

Subject operations Population operations

Genotype operations Retrieve simple/structural variants, haplotypes
• find-subject-variants
• find-subject-specific-variants
• find-subject-structural-intersecting-variants
• find-subject-structural-subsuming-variants
• find-subject-haplotypes
• find-subject-specific-haplotypes

Identify cohorts with simple/structural variants, haplotypes
• find-population-specific-variants
• find-population-structural-intersecting-variants
• find-population-structural-subsuming-variants
• find-population-specific-haplotypes

Phenotype operations Retrieve diagnostic and therapeutic implications
• find-subject-tx-implications
• find-subject-dx-implications

Identify cohorts with diagnostic and therapeutic implications
• find-population-tx-implications
• find-population-dx-implications

Metadata operations Retrieve sequencing study metadata
• find-study-metadata
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bases from the reporting of sequencing results enables the most cur-

rent annotations and CDS guidance to be provided to clinicians. In

addition to freeing an API data recipient from the cost of developing

and performing normalizing bioinformatic calculations, adoption of

the phenotype operations can simplify access to clinically curated

knowledge sources (whether the curation is local, based on labora-

tory reports, or consumed from knowledge sources such as ClinVar,

PharmGKB, or CIViC directly or via CDS services intermediaries).

A standard approach in the phenotype operations provides an

unprecedented opportunity to streamline the interaction between

local clinical curation of variant knowledge, static lab implications,

and extension by additional knowledge bases, allowing one to keep

pace as knowledge evolves. For instance, if one wants to deliver the

lab’s impression of the effect of a variant on a PGx interaction,

coupled with local PGx pharmacy specialist interpretations, then the

“find-subject-tx-implications” phenotype operation is the source

from which it is possible to consume that amalgamation. And, given

its nature as a standard, one can expect that programmed-solutions

implemented at one hospital can more seamlessly be reused at

another, or that intermediary cloud-based genomic CDS vendors

can provide phenotype operations as a SaaS29 solution. The pheno-

type operations are built on the variation (genotype) focused opera-

tions. Together they provide a platform for CDS and analytics.

Reference implementation
To make it easier to capture the value of Genomic Operations, we

have produced a full open-sourced reference implementation30 of

the FHIR Genomics Operations using synthetic or publicly available

and anonymized data.

The reference implementation user interface31 is based on Swagger,

and allows anyone to visualize and interact with the APIs using only a

web browser. All source code is available on the reference implementa-

tion’s github site.30 Detailed documentation is provided on the site’s

wiki. In particular, the “Getting Started” page describes patient data

and knowledge data used to drive this implementation of the Opera-

tions. You can experiment with predefined queries (see postman collec-

tion) or create your own queries based on available data; the “Examples

and Exercises” page provides scenarios that demonstrate various capa-

bilities of each Operation. Exercises are provided for those that want to

test their understanding; the “Software Utilities” page describes soft-

ware utilities used primarily to help load data into the database that

underlies the reference implementation (eg, vcf2json uses vcf2fhir32 logic

to import VCF data) and to support fast normalization (eg, by replicat-

ing portions of NCBI SPDI variation services13); the “Genomics Apps”

page provides some simple genomics applications built using the FHIR

Genomics Operations; the “Replicating the Reference Implementation”

page describes how to fully replicate the reference implementation (code

and data). The reference implementation is written in python and

deployed on Heroku,33 with data stored in MongoDB.34

RESULTS

Illustrative examples
A few examples (drawn from the “Examples and Exercises” page of

the reference implementation described above) are provided here to

further illustrate the use of the operations.

We are interested in patient HG00403’s LDLR variants. The

location of the LDLR gene on the GRCh37 reference is

NC_000019.9:11200138-11244496, whereas the location on the

GRCh38 reference is NC_000019.10:11089431-11133820. Given

that operations encapsulate server-side genomic liftover, these two

calls will return the exact same results:

We are interested to know if patient m123 has a particular APC

variant. The lab that reported the variant only reports transcript

level variants, not necessarily based on the MANE transcript.35

Given that operations encapsulate server-side normalization, these

three calls will return the exact same results:

Table 2. Suite of FHIR Genomics Operations

Operation Description

find-subject-variants Determine if simple variants are present that overlap range(s).

find-subject-specific-variants Determine if specified simple variants are present.

find-subject-structural-intersecting-variants Determine if structural variants are present that overlap range(s).

find-subject-structural-subsuming-variants Determine if structural variants are present that fully subsume a range.

find-subject-haplotypes Retrieve haplotypes/genotypes for specified genes.

find-subject-specific-haplotypes See if specified haplotypes/genotypes are present.

find-subject-tx-implications Retrieves genetic therapeutic implications for variants/haplotypes/genotypes.

find-subject-dx-implications Retrieves genetic diagnostic implications for variants.

find-population-specific-variants Retrieve count or list of patients having specified variants.

find-population-structural-intersecting-variants Retrieve count or list of patients having structural intersecting variants in specified regions.

find-population-structural-subsuming-variants Retrieve count or list of patients having structural subsuming variants in specified regions.

find-population-specific-haplotypes Retrieve count or list of patients having specified genotypes/haplotypes.

find-population-tx-implications Retrieve count or list of patients having therapeutic implications.

find-population-dx-implications Retrieve count or list of patients having diagnostic implications.

find-study-metadata Retrieve metadata about sequencing studies performed on a subject.

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/subject-operations/genotype-opera-

tions/$find-subject-variants?subject=HG00403&ranges=NC_000019.

9:11200138-11244496&includeVariants=true

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/subject-operations/genotype-opera-

tions/$find-subject-variants?subject=HG00403&ranges=NC_000019.

10:11089431-11133820&includeVariants=true

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/subject-operations/genotype-opera-

tions/$find-subject-specific-variants?subject=m123&variants=NM_

001127510.3:c.145A>T
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Patient CA12345 has metastatic non-small cell lung cancer. Biopsy

shows two somatic variants felt to be oncogenic: NM_002524.5:

c.182A>C (NRAS: p.Gln61Pro), NM_001354609.2:c.1799T>A

(BRAF:p.V600E). Clinician now wants to determine if there are any

molecularly guided medication treatment options for this patient.

(Results show predicted resistance to dabrafenib, sensitivity to vemura-

fenib, and sensitivity to dabrafenibþtrametinib.)

Patient HG02657 has liver disease, and the patient’s clinician

suspects hemochromatosis. The clinician wants to see if patient

HG02657 has any variants associated with hereditary hemochroma-

tosis. (Results show presence of variant NC_000006.11:26091178:

C:G, pathogenic for hemochromatosis type 1.)

Operations maturation process
The FHIR Maturity Model36 can be used by implementers to assess

the maturity level, and therefore the stability, of an artifact. Matur-

ity levels advance from 0 through 5. FHIR Genomics Operations are

currently at FHIR Maturity Level 0—they are draft, and will be sub-

ject to formal HL7 balloting in early 2023. We are targeting a FHIR

Maturity Level 2 by end of 2023, meaning that the operations will

have been balloted and tested through at least three pilots. Opera-

tions are maturing through connectathons, pilots, and the HL7

FHIR Accelerator program. In addition, three GA4GH-sponsored

Google Summer of Coding projects37,38 have allowed us to benefit

from student (Rohan Gupta, Justin Aronson) developer contribu-

tions. We are not aware of any live production applications at this

time. The most up to date information on the Operations can be

found on the HL7 FHIR site.5

HL7 FHIR Connectathons39 are collaborative hands-on FHIR

integration testing events held triannually. FHIR Genomics Opera-

tions were first tested in 2018, as part of a PGx CDS scenario, and

were most recently tested in May 2022 under a broad range of sce-

narios.40

The HL7 FHIR Accelerator program41 is designed to assist com-

munities and collaborative groups across the global health care spec-

trum in the creation and adoption of high quality FHIR

Implementation Guides or other standard artifacts to move toward

the realization of global health data interoperability. The CodeX

Accelerator is focused on driving advances in cancer care.42,43 Under

the CodeX umbrella, the GenomeX44 project is driving advances in

molecular/precision medicine (not limited to cancer), and of particu-

lar relevance here, the GenomeX—Genomics Operations45 Use Case

will synthesize feedback from pilots, and will channel that feedback

to the HL7 Clinical Genomics committee for iterative enhancements

to the operations (Figure 2).

Pilot projects are a rich source of feedback. We generally think

of two main types of pilots—those that implement operations

against a genomic data repository, and those that use operations in

an application (eg, an app or a CDS pipeline). Early pilots, such as

the Face Sheet app (described here32) and the PGx CDS pipeline46

demonstrated the feasibility of querying a genomic data store in real

time. The reference implementation30 was itself a sizable pilot, pro-

viding valuable insights into optimal operation design and normal-

ization strategies. Implementation of the operations against an

evolving genomics data model was performed by Flatiron Health,

with the goal of testing the operations and evaluating their utility.

This testing and discussion led to a deeper understanding of require-

ments including the scenario where patients are sequenced more

than once. Under ONC’s Sync for Genes Phase 5, our team is

exploring a broad set of scenarios and applications.47 A full descrip-

tion of Sync for Genes, Phase 5 will be the subject of a future manu-

script, but scenarios range from a relatively simple return of genetic

screening results to a more complex return of richly annotated var-

iants to drive a filtering/prioritization workflow such as described in

reference 48. An early finding from the Sync for Genes work is that

computational annotation is more accurate when phase data are

considered—so the operations were updated to also return phase

data. This nicely illustrates how real world pilots lead to ongoing

enhancements in FHIR Genomics Operations over time. Our team is

currently working on a pilot for the use of Operations in a clinical

trial matching workflow49 where we have found that Operations,

by returning canonical variants in a predictable format, greatly sim-

plify CDS rule development; and as part of a National Human

Genome Research Institute sponsored grant50 looking to develop a

comprehensive, medication decision support service (PillHarmo-

nicsTM) enriched with PGx guidance, where we plan to assess the

adequacy of phenotype operations responses. Additional pilots

being considered under the GenomeX umbrella include implement-

ing the Operations against different physical data storage paradigms

(eg, an OMOP relational model,51 a TileDB sparse array52), and

testing the Operations in a variety of clinical genomics apps (eg,

germline ACMG screening, tumor board dashboard, and PGx

screening).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

NGS can identify thousands to millions of variants, whose clinical

significance can change over time as our knowledge evolves. To

manage such a large volume of (dynamic and complex) results, new

models of genomics-EHR integration are needed.

Here we describe a genomics-EHR integration strategy based on

a standard set of FHIR Genomics Operations that essentially wrap a

genomics data repository or GACS server, presenting a uniform

interface to applications, regardless of internal repository data struc-

tures. Housing genomic data in a separate genomic data server,

wrapped by a set of FHIR APIs, in communication with the EHR

and/or an intervening CDS engine, offer exciting possibilities for

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/subject-operations/genotype-

operations/$find-subject-specific-variants?subject=m123&variants=

NC_000005.10:112766334:A:T

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/subject-operations/genotype-

operations/$find-subject-specific-variants?subject=m123&variants=

NC_000005.9:g.112102032A>T

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/subject-operations/phenotype-operations/

$find-subject-tx-implications?subject=CA12345&variants=NM_002524.5:c.

182A>C, NM_001354609.2: c.1799T>A&conditions=https://disease-ontol-

ogy.orgj3908

https://fhir-gen-ops.herokuapp.com/subject-operations/phenotype-operations/

$find-subject-dx-implications?subject=HG02657&conditions=https://www.

ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/medgenjC3469186
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managing a person’s entire genome, managing evolution in our

understanding of a person’s genome, and for provision of contextu-

ally relevant genomics findings and recommendations at the point of

care. Experiments to date, through connectathons, FHIR Accelera-

tor projects, and pilots, are providing a rich array of use cases

against which the operations are being enhanced. There are many

additional use cases (eg, molecular tumor board app) yet to be

explored, many genomic concepts yet to be formally modeled in

FHIR (eg, repeat expansions, gene fusions), and ambiguities in the

base FHIR Genomics specification (eg, choice of phenotype code

system) yet to be resolved. That said, qualitative observations to

date suggest that freeing application developers from the need to

understand the nuances of genomic data, and instead base applica-

tions on standardized APIs can not only accelerate integration but

also dramatically expand the applications of Omic data in driving

precision care at scale for all.
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